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News

Bangladesh
The opening of a new road bridge has allowed the 
hash easier access to countryside runs on the other 
side the Turag River. Webfart and Warm & Fluffy 
showed the potential with a brilliant countryside run 
to celebrate the 10th anniversary of their wedding 
hash. However, the dreaded Dhaka traffic has not 
gone away and many hashers found the return trip 
an ordeal. Later that week the men’s hash threw their 
Monday night run open to the ladies for the Gispert 
Memorial Run. They were rewarded with a turn out 
of 50 hashers including VIP visitor Hazukashii who 
is undertaking a hash world tour.  

Lebanon
GBH - Greater Beirut Hash - continue to run with 
packs of 15-20. There are a few foreigners, but the 
majority are now locals. The GM suggested that one 
reason they are not increasing numbers is competi-
tion from numerous hiking groups. The Snow Hash 
still takes place annually, with a ski in the morning 
and a run in the afternoon. 
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Bangladesh
A second mention this week for Warm and Fluffy – a 
central figure on the Dhaka Mixed Hash (and a for-
mer GM) – who won the Dhaka Half Marathon for 
the second consecutive year with a time of around 
1.45. Just behind her was Chicken Legs, a remarkable 
run for a man in the veteran (over 65) stage of his 
running career! About ten hashers joined the 1000 
runners for a three lap race around one of the city’s 
numerous lakes. Hash respect to you all.

Rwanda
Met a couple of hashers from Kigali who informed 
me the hash is doing well as the country itself booms. 
They run every Saturday, with a smaller group meet-
ing for a jog on Sunday. Packs average between 20 
and 40, with a large percentage of locals. Hash fees 
are kept low – around three dollars for the run and 3 
drink coupons. Runs can be in town or the surround-
ing countryside.

UAE
The Desert H3 AGM and Handover Run saw the 
committee remain largely unchanged. To general re-
lief Compressed Fart will continue as GM, ‘its my 9th 
or 10th year, I can’t remember.’ CF has won universal 
respect for his performance in this role. The ‘Most 
Runs Award’ passed from Breaking Wind – the lazy 
barstard actually took a couple of weeks leave this 
year – to one of the local runners, Little Mo. Little 
Mo is a magnificent hasher who we will feature in a 
future issue. March 9th

Egypt
Cairo H3 will be heading into the desert for their 
Re-hydration run. Think short jogs between nu-
merous themed drink stops. The event was started 
when the Nile was declared so polluted they had to 

Interhash postponed 
until 2021

much more about this next month

Warm and Fluffy with husband Webfart.

CF - continuing as GM of 
Desert H3



More about those FRB’s
As a teenager Maya Yamouchi (formally Maya 

Myers) regularly joined her father on Bicester H3 
hashes. She built on this elite training (!) to finish 
6th in the 2008 Olympic Marathon and 2nd in 
the London Marathon in 2009. Her best time of 
2:23:12 is the second fastest ever by a British wom-
an. Thanks to Iain Belton

 I mentioned in my article on FRB’s that I 
thought Ron Hill (Commonwealth and European 
marathon champion) had hashed and Matthew 
Kleinosky was able to confirm this. 

Ron visited Cairo around 1992 as a sponsored 
runner in the Cairo Marathon, although on this 
occasion he probably ran in the 10K event. Several 
members of the Cairo Hash had ran that morning 
and they invited Ron to the afternoon’s hash. 

Ron had actually hashed before, to quote from 
Matthew’s email: ‘Ron said he had hashed several 
times over the years on his trips after retiring from 
national competition’. The hash car was full, so 
Ron had to crawl into the back of the hatchback. 
The Olympic veteran accepted two down-downs. 
Simon Batty also wrote in: ‘I remember that Cairo 
run well. When the name Ron Hill was read out as 
a visitor I sarcastically shouted “Ron Hill, we’ve got 
Ron Hill with us today”. Little did I realise that it 
was actually the man!

HASH FOLLOW-UP

abandon the annual Raft Race. I believe they are now 
on the 39th edition. The idea has been copied by the 
UAE hashes .

China
Kunming H3 and Chenggong H3 hoped to go ahead 
with the planed Hash over the Tombsweeping Festi-
val (Qingming)  ‘The program is aimed at showing off 
our city — Kunming after all offers excellent scenery, 
clean air and great food’. However, as many peo-
ple will no longer get a three day weekend they are 
thinking of a reduced 2-day event. 

Poland
Warsaw H3 are doing well at the moment and have 
recently staged their Szczyrk Ski Hash. According to 
their Facebook page this was a, ‘Fantastic weekend! 
Although the weather wasn’t the best for skiing we got 
in a couple of good days, had 2 ‘runs’ and 3 circles. 
Plenty of beer was drunk, much food consumed and 
many songs sung!’

Spain
Indalo H3 marked International Women’s Day with a 
7 km run in and around the village of Sopalmo. (This 
is the southern coast of Spain). The theme, ‘wear pink 
or dress to impress’, was enthusiastically adopted by 
the pack. “I ran in a dress that usually sees
the inside of a nightclub rather than a running trail”, 
Helen Llewellyn told the local Euro Weekly News. 
They look a fun group.

CF - continuing as GM of Desert H3
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CF - continuing as GM of 
Desert H3



Pattaya Dirt Road
Lewis Papa Whiskey   349
Tom Airhead    329

Koh Samu H3  
Graeme Cockscrew  540
Carmen I’m Cummin 511
Sandra Tubbie Twinkie 471
Rod Strollin Bones  438 
Wally Wallace  440 
Adele Gromit   437
Source: website. Up to date but only includes active 
runners

HashsatsThailand 
Each month we will  acknowledge hashers who have recorded the most runs with some of the great hash kennels. Next 
week we will focus on the UAE.

Bangkok Harriets

Malinee Nibbles   1009
Tim  Crash   983
Thitiya Short Shorts   742
Frank  Noriega  838
Kim  Normal   635
John Tinker    627
Lynda No Meat  572
Neil  Weed Eater  556
Source: website. Only includes those who have ran a 
hash in the 12 months before the April 2019 AGM

Phuket H3  
No Cup  1503
King Klong  1395 (4th GM)
Tiger   1275
Gorgeous  1200  (2nd GM)
Woodpecker  1196 
Flying Dickhead 1146 (5th GM)
J.C.   1086 
Root   1058
Paper  1012
Gerbil  1012

Bangkok H3
Tiradej Pork Finder   1569
Bob Bullitt     1524
Tony Ambrose    1345
Vichal Senator    1319
Wolfgang von Nivea    1254
Cenghiz Disgusting    1073
Brian H.    1006
Rod Bug    1024
Todd Spinning Dwarf    980
Suphon Suffle     953
Colin Hema Snow    917
Richard Stumbles    902

Source: 2018-2019 Year Book. Correct at June 
2019 but only includes hashers still active.

Bangkok Monday
Todd Spinning Dwarf  1101
Frank Noriega    1076
Tim Crash    877
Peter Maverick   809
Andre No No    707
Bob Bullitt    672
Bussanee Id Eat Me   615
John Tinker    611
Ian Ajam Kee Mao   609

From website. Correct up until November 2019. 
Only includes those who have hashed in the last 12 
months
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Chiang Mai combined 
hashes  
   1 2 3 Total
Superman  1337 20 733 2090
Super Bitch  1191 4 23 1218
Chuck Wao  485 316 365 1166
Square Rooter 541 225 374 1140
Mr Poo  389 327 347 1063
Miss Piggy  1000 0 6 1006

Source: website. All-time totals

Pattaya H3
Tom Emperor Airhead   1517  
John Lord Chicken F##ker   1171
Jim Sir Spaghetti  Head  966
Eric Vietnamese Violator  952 
John King Yao Yao    881  
Jimmy Sir Really Sadistic Bastard 858 
Billy General Kidney Wiper  854 
Somreudee  Mrs Gead   827  
Tor Sir Arse-A-holic    821 
Ray Sir Free Willy    802
Source: Pattaya website.  Accurate to January 2020

Chiang Mai H4 (2)
His Royal Anus 350
Mr Poo  327
Chuck Wao  317
Bvte Mv Yahoo  293
Source: website. All-time totals

Chiang Mai H3 (3)
Superman  733
Liberace  423
Square Rooter 376
Chuck Wao  365
Frozen Dick  347
Mr Poo  347
Source: website. All-time totals

Chiang Mai H3 (1)
Superman  1342 
Super bitch  1195
Miss Piggy  1000
Just Cuming   904
Geisha Gash   778
Pamela    764
Head Hacker   659
Wooly Jumper    631
Square Rooter   631
Source: website. All-time totals

Hash legend Ambrose

Hash legend
 Noriega
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Hash 
Publications

I took a look at the Oman 500th run program and 
came across a list of their early GM’s. My attention 
as drawn to their first GM, Peter Scrubber Stew-
art-Richardson who had been 

‘captured and imprisoned by the 
Viet-Ming while on holiday’    

I presumed that this was a joke – but no. What a 
remarkable man the first Muscat GM was!

l He was born in London in 1926 but brought 
up in a castle in Scotland, where he developed a 
love for the outdoors, and field sports.

l Went to Eton, where he was described as ‘very 
much tougher than he looks, and I am sure it would 
delight you to see how hard he goes in [at] football ... 
however much he got squashed he always bounced 
up smiling’. 

l He enlisted in the army during the war but did 
not reach Germany until 1 May 1945, too late for 
active service. After that he was posted to Palestine 
and Greece which were both trouble spots at the 
time.

He stayed in the army and trained in jungle war-
fare, being sent to Malaya where he patrolled the 
Cameron Highlands. 

l By now he had picked up his nickname Scrub-
ber. Some say this was because of his luxuriant 
moustache. (Editor: I am not sure I see the link!) 
Another version was that he had the habit of  
shouting “Scrub that one!” when supervising sol-
diers on the shooting range. In other words, “Do 
better next time!”

l In 1950 Scrubber was in Vietnam which was 
still a French colony. Some accounts say he was on 

an unofficial holiday, but it is more likely he was 
on an official exchange with the French army. He 
was not actually captured by the Viet Minh, but a 
convoy he was travelling with was ambushed and 
he assisted his hosts in attacking a machine-gun 
post. The most likely interpretation is that he was 
in Vietnam in an official capacity, but did not have 
permission to being travel with the convoy.

l Scrubber was presented with a Croix de 
Guerre des théâtres d’opérations extérieurs, which 
British army regulations prohibited him from 
wearing.

l By 1954 he was in Cyprus, which he de-
scribed as ‘dull as ditch-water’. He married Tricia 
Evans-Lombe, and they had four children. From 
there it was Libya, Germany, Aden and London by 
which time he was promoted to Colonel.

l In 1976 the insurgency in Oman saw him take 
command of the Northern Oman Brigade of the 
Sultan’s Armed Forces (SAF). 

l It was in Oman that was elected the first GM 
of the newly formed Muscat H3, seeing them 
through their first 150 runs. According to the Year-
book he was ‘a peerless leader whose only mistake 
was to hand things over to Johnnie Johnson.’

Muscat 500th Run Programme, 19

The Amazing Scrubber
the only hasher to be captured 
and imprisoned by the Viet-Ming 

while on holiday!!  
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l In September 1978 Scrubber returned to 
England and he left the army 1981. He then had 
a distinguished second career in charity work, 
including building schools across Afghanistan. 

l Scrubber died in 2012.

Scrubber the Hasher
Unfortunately although a considerable amount has 
been recorded about Scrubber’s military career 
there is less about his hashing. His appointment as 
GM in Oman and the line in the programme that 
he was ‘our founding father so to speak’ suggests he 
had some previous hash experience. However,  the 
dates of his postings do not make it clear where 
this could have occurred.

 It is possible he ran with Mother Hash while 
working in the Cameroun Highlands.
 The next opportunity might have been in 
Germany or with one of the British hashes while 
based in London? Can anybody help? On on 
Shakes
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Hash Song 
Warm Safari is the theme song of the Dar es Salaam 

Hamna Hash House Harriers.
It was adapted by ex-GM Mr. Bean. A similar version 

might be used in Uganda?

When I came to Dar from the UK 
Scotch and water was my drink 

Then I changed to scotch and soda 
God almighty, what a drink 

(Chorus) 
Warm Safari, Warm Safari 

I can never get enough
(get enough) 

I can never get enough
Went into a bar in Upanga 

Told the barman milk would do 
He replied more in sorrow than in anger 

Drink the drink that is good for you 
(Chorus) 

S A F and A R I 
Safari’s the drink for you 

On your feet you shallow rotten bastards 
Drink to the drink that is good for you 

(Chorus) 
Oogie Oogie Oogie 

Oy Oy Oy 
Oogie 

Oy 
Oogie 

Oy 
Oogie Oogie Oogie 

Oy Oy Oy

April Issue

COVID-19 update

Aussie Nash Hash

A to Z of hashes continues 

A paperchase in China - 1929

Country profile - USA
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Letter A
A1 & A2
Ray & Jenny Miller
Rotorura H3
Key members of the 1994 Interhash Committee tak-
ing charge of transport, food and drinks .

Accidental Tourist 
Michael Chevalier
Los Angeles and Long Beach H3. 
Born in Los Angeles, Accidental Tourist worked in 
cinematography and was involved in movie clas-
sics such as the "Rocky" movies, "Superman," and 
"Heartbreak Ridge." A world traveller and a restorer 
of classic cars, Mike ran in numerous Hash events 
throughout Southern California and the world. He 
died on trail in June 2006. On On Accidental Tourist

Abominator
Finn Haldorsen
Bergen H3.
Was introduced to Hashing in Indonesia by his 
father-in-law (the legendary Balloon Balls) and went 
on to found both Newcastle and Bergen Hashes. 
For several years he topped the Bergen all-time run 
list, being the first to 333 and 666 runs before being 
overtaken by Foggy Glasses who now leads him 1205 
to 1314.

Ace
Howard Smythe
Port Moresby H3/Perth H3.
Veteran hasher who joined Port Moresby H3 around 
the end of 1980. He later joined Perth H3 and was 
their Joint Master in 1988. Cardiff was his 8th In-
terhash and he has been a regular at Pan-Asian 
since 1987. The PNG yearbook actually lists him as 
Ace-Ankles.
 
Acko
Craig Atkins 
Hamersley H3
Achieved 1000 plus runs with Hamersley H3, where 
he served as GM in 1991.

Adams, William
Mother Hash

Hashers A to Z

Was On-sec of Mother Hash in 1953 and Joint Mas-
ter in 1955. When not hashing he was noted for his 
long jungle hikes. Bill was killed on active service in 
Sabah. On On Bill

African Mule
Jimmy Leggett 
Petaling H3
Started Hashing in Indonesia with Soroako H3 ‘many 
decades ago’ and has been around the Asian Hash 
scene ever since. Was GM of Petaling H3 in 2004. 

Again
Estienne Amdt 
Jo’burg H3
Was co-founder and long serving GM of Jo'burg H3.

AhPisto
Ian Browning
Creek H3
An Australian and long term veteran of the Dubai 
hash scene. At the time of writing he had 1179 runs 
with the Creek (placing him second in the all-time 
chart) and 830 with the Desert. Has avoided being 
GM of either hash due to work commitments but has 
been the Creek Hash Cash for many years. Makes a 
habit of wearing a Creek t-shirt in Desert circles.  

Hash legends AhPisto (above) 
Abominator (left)



AIDS
Adrian White
Perth H3
Has been running with Perth H3 since 1978 and was 
Joint Master in 1997, On-Sec in 2000 and finally GM 
in 2002.  Completed 21 Years Hashing with Perth H3 
in 1997. His hobbies include vintage motorcycles. 
The name comes from his work as a funeral director.

Airhead
Tom Dragoo  
Pattaya H3 /Dirt Road H3
In 1976 Airhead had his first and last “real” job 
overseas, working on a road project in Saudi. He then 
gravitated to Pattaya, where he has been a long-term 
member of Pattaya H3. He was the first to reach 500 
runs and also clocked up 300 plus runs with the Dirt 
Road H3, which ranks him second in their all-time 
table. A noted  Religious Advisor who favours ice. 
For several years he was involved with the Wild Ele-
phant Pub, ‘the  second home of the Pattaya Hash’.

AKU
Alfred-Kurt Zuber
World hasher
 A Hash veteran who started running in Esfahan, 
Iran in the days when the Shah of Iran was still the 
Shah of Iran. After a short break in Taipei, AKU 
returned to the Middle East, spending the next 
seven years in Iraq. After running with Baghdad H3 
and Babylon H3, his work as a project manager and 
railway engineer took him to the more remote area of 
Baiji where he founded the Ashur H3. Returning to 
Germany in 1987, he was joint founder of Frankfurt 
H3. Within a year AKU was back overseas, hashing 
in Dar es Salaam from 1988-1993 and Korea from 
1996 to 2001. 
     
Alum, John
Brunei H3
On April 28th 1979 John Alum entered Hash legend 
when awarded the world’s very first Hashit for a par-
ticularly poor run with Brunei H3.

Ambler, Jim
Kinakoto Balu
Co-founder and hare on the first run of the Kota 
Kinabalu H3.

Amblin, Anna and Geoff
Surrey H3/Nassau H3
Were active members of Surrey H3 when posted to 
Bahamas on an 18-month water project. On arrival 
they founded Nassau H3. 

Ambrose
Tony Erswell
Bangkok H3 
Veteran hasher who joined Bangkok H3 on Run 8. 
Now on 1300 plus runs with them. Still remembered 
for a trail in 1986, when he arranged a boat to take 
the pack across a river to the start off the run. When 
no boat turned up the pack asked, ‘please tell us you 
didn’t pay the boatman in advance?

Amnesia
Iain Belton
Bicester H3
 Has hashed with Bicester H3 since 1976, holding 
all the mismanagement positions at least once, and 
‘at various times, cocking them all up!’  An important 
Hash historian, he hunted down Gispert’s birth cer-
tificate and exposed the Bordighera hoax. 

Anapurna
Megan Magee 
Bangladesh Mixed, Taipa Macau H3
In a short hash career Anapurna has been GM of 
both the Dhaka Mixed Hash and Macau H3. A Ca-
nadian and a teacher, she also arranged and fought 
in the first ever female boxing bout to be staged in 
Macau. Gained her name on an away trip to Nepal 
where her silhouette was thought to resemble the 
distant mountain range.
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Hash legend Anapurna

Who did I miss? What information should I have 
added?

Updates and suggestions to:
hawthornpublishing@gmail.com

To be continued next month  
with the rest of the letter A



On On 
A History of the 

Hash House Harriers

Kindle version 
scheduled to be 

released on 
April 7th

Print version to be 
available shortly !



This Creek run is one of the all time classics. The USS Nimitz, a giant aircraft career, would be return-
ing to town and there was hopes that the Creek boys might be allowed aboard. Although the hares had 
boasted they had influence, some of the pack was doubtful that it would actually happen.

l On the day however the pack gathered in the docks where they were greeted by two of the crew, Barney 
Two-Wire Scott and Bob In-The Butt-Bob Wiedman who were keen hashers. A senior officer, Commander 
Muir, was also involved.
l Hashers were warned to be extra careful when running on the flight deck, their guide adding ‘that was 
the top with the planes on it.’
l The route up through the ship was marked by yellow arrows, and armed marines ‘each 6-6’ stood at every 
level to make sure the hashers stayed on the trail. Note: AhPisto has a slightly different memory, believing ‘the 
group used the aircraft elevator to access the flight deck’.
l On the flight deck the hashers posed for a photo with an F-14, then it was  back through the cargo bay 
and out to a well positioned beer stop.
l ’The septic hares’ (septic tank – Yank) ‘then left it to their CH3 counterparts to lead the second part of the 
run around the streets of the port’.
l The circle was of mega length and it seems that some of the ship crew joined in as ‘the helmet’ (the week-
ly hashit) went to Commander Muir and rating Powerpuke Pruitt.
l This was the 10th run for Ian Browning, who therefore received his name. His surname of Browning was 
linked with Bisto gravy powder and the famous “Ah Bisto” advertisement. Hence AhPisto. (See this week’s A to 
Z of Hashers) 
l The final comment of the Hash trash was aimed at the Desert H3, ‘DH3 - eat your heart out you wankers.’
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Hash 
Classic

The Creek Nimitz Run
June 8th 1993
Jebel Ali Port

On On 
A History of the 

Hash House Harriers



Hash Classic

The grave of Tim Magic Hughes                                              Bangkok Protestant Cemetery, Chao Phraya River



The grave of Tim Magic Hughes                                              Bangkok Protestant Cemetery, Chao Phraya River



Country 
Profiles 
The Golden Age of Thai Hashing 1977-1986

It is possible that a Bangkok hash was active around 1969, but this attempt failed (most likely due to the heavy 
Monday night traffic). Hashing in Thailand therefore officially dates to 11th June 1977 when Bill Panton, just re-
turned to Asia from a spell in Washington, founded Bangkok H3. 

Possibly foreseeing the problem with traffic, Bill decided that Saturday would be a more suitable day. Num-
bers started around twenty and rose rapidly, so that after only the third run the decision was taken to meet weekly. 
Thailand, with cheap beer and food, great countryside and a ‘social life’ to fit every taste was always going to prove 
fertile ground. As one senior hasher wrote, ‘hashing fits Thailand as well as Thailand fits hashing’. 

Run 112th was noted for the virgin run of Timothy Magic Hughes. It did not appear a promising start. Bill Pan-
ton later described Tim as a ‘slow moving, somewhat overweight, perspiring and heavy breathing newcomer, who 
appeared to be close to giving up.’ Instead of giving up, Tim would go on to make a unique contribution to modern 
hashing. 

Tim Hughes was born in Staffordshire, England in 1944. A talented musician, he played with Bern Elliot and 
the Fenmen, a group that had a top ten hit in 1963 with their version of the Beatles song ‘Money’. Tim then en-
joyed a successful career in business, moving to Bangkok in 1969, where he became Managing Director of Ford 
Motor Company. He wasted his first decade in Thailand by not hashing, but within three years of his Bangkok H3 
debut had been appointed GM of the kennel. 

In 1981 Bangkok Hashers headed north to Chiang Mai to celebrate their 200th run, where they invited local 
expatriates to join them. It was such a great weekend that it inspired Charlie Radar Graham to found Chiang Mai 
H3. Thailand’s fourth biggest city has a very laid back feel and is the centre of the trekking industry, so there were 
exciting options for trails and the hash prospered. The same year saw Songkhla H3  (Motto: You’re only young 
once, but you can stay immature forever!) being founded in the far south of the country. 

Hashing next spread to the beach resort of Pattaya, where Hans and Molly Kirgis (both Bangkok hashers) 
founded Pattaya H3 with the encouragement and support of Tim Hughes and other members of the Bangkok Hash 
fraternity. Their first run attracted twelve participants, and in these early days they offered a monthly run that was 
virtually an away weekend for Bangkok hashers. The growth of this new kennel owed a lot to the arrival of two 
hash veterans, Jack The Phantom Walker and Frank Whorator Benfield, while another important influence was Bill 
Jones, an American of Vietnam War vintage, who had never returned to the USA. 

Pattaya H3 was soon attracting packs of 60-70 and from Run 21 onwards met weekly. The surrounding forest 
was still wild, with hashers occasionally catching a glimpse of elephants. Only a few weeks after their founding, 
and with the encouragement and vision of Tim Hughes, Pattaya won the bid to stage the 1986 Interhash. 

Pattaya, we should note, is also famous for the Dirt Road H3, which to its fans is about brilliant runs, long 
circles, ice and wild partying. To their critics, Dirt Road is merely an opportunity to hang out with the whores. Both 
versions probably hold elements of truth! 

And of course there was the legendary Thinking Drinking Hash. Thai hashers traditionally took the train up 
to Hua Hin to celebrate the Queen’s Birthday Weekend. One night in 1991, as the train rolled through the dark, 
Hymen Hacker and Tinker discussed the idea of doing this regularly, but without the run to spoil the fun. The circle 
would be held in the train coming up, leaving the whole weekend free for drinking and shagging. It would be ‘The 
Thinking Drinking Hash’ with those attending expected to be able to master at least one, and preferably both of 
those skills. Wichanee Imelda Charutas and Bill Blobs Hobbs arranged the first Thinking Drinking away trip a 
couple of months later and Thinking Drinking trails became regular – indeed legendary - features at Interhash and 
other big occasions.

It was at the height of this exciting period that Interhash returned to Thailand, with Bangkok and Pattaya organ-
izing the 1986 event. Tim Magic Hughes served as chairman and Frank Whorator Benfield, the Pattaya H3 GM, 
was his Deputy and Stage Master. This was the largest gathering so far, breaking the 2000 barrier (2143 attended). 
Several UK hashes, including Surrey, Wessex, Berks and East Grinstead were surprised to find they were all flying 
out on the same plane, which led to a memorable flight. 

Thailand was still an emerging economy so there was little hope of sponsorship, meaning an initial fee of US$ 
80 and rising. Communication was by mail (or unreliable telex) and local hashers remember Magic driving to the 
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The Bangkok Hash Week
Monday  Bangkok Monday Hash
Tuesday
Wednesday Harriettes
Thursday  Thursday Hash
Friday  Full moon
Saturday   Bangkok H3 and Bush hash
Sunday   Siam Sunday

Post Office, having struggled to push the numerous sacks 
of letters into his tiny Ford Laser. 

For many people the fun started in Bangkok, with 
groups of hashers to be found in every Go-Go bar of Pat-
pong. At the appointed hour the hash multitude climbed 
aboard their buses for a police escort to Pattaya. Regis-
tration and the official opening was at the Grand Palace 
Hotel, where the food reflected a rural Thai village theme. 
Magic was brought into the arena by an elephant that 
immediately vacated both bladder and bowels! Kickbox-
ing and Lam Morrison’s (no relation to Van Morrison) 
Deep Purple renditions entertained the flock, along with a 
transvestite-dancing troupe who awed and confused many 
a hasher. 

Hares from Bangkok and Pattaya set 22 runs, taking 
hashers to the north and south of Pattaya, with all the 
runs finishing at the Ocean Marina Beach. Pattaya was in 
the middle of a drought so much of the countryside was 
not at its best. There was also a problem when the water 
arrived in giant tankers, not little plastic bottles! Much 
depended on the runners. Trail Number 5 was considered 
a failure on the first day but declared a great run on the 
second day – the ability of the pack to understand a false 
trail was the deciding point. Similarly the A-to-B beach 
run brought complaints about the length, but this only 
doubled the number wanting to run it the following day. 
After the run Jakarta H3 demonstrated their singing 
circle, a concept enthusiastically adopted by Pattaya H3 
and others. 

Monday morning saw a fleet of buses return the 
majority of runners to Bangkok, although some 600 
stayed on for Pattaya’s Monday run. This report, from the 
visiting Jakarta men, summaries it all rather nicely: ‘The 
criticisms of this fiasco abound; there was too much beer, 
too many women, not enough sleep, too long runs.’
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